This position will report into Software Engineering and Product Support Solutions and Services department, which is responsible for providing IT Engineering solutions to all software related disciplines within Raytheon Missile Systems (RMS). The Information Systems Technologist I/II will have primary duties in the support of various Software Engineering tools and will be tasked with seeking out and implementing new operating efficiencies. Responsibilities include tool support in the areas of tactical planning, demand management, deployment, problem resolution, integration, customization and training. This individual will work closely across IT functions, Engineering and program personnel to develop and prioritize tool road maps, implementation and upgrade schedules for supported tools. The selected individual should be a self-starter with excellent critical thinking skills and the capabilities to identify, plan and implement tool automation and support requirements to continuously simplify and improve supported tools.

**Required Knowledge, Skills and Experiences:**
- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering or Management Information Systems with advanced project and/or job experience
- Strong organizational and agile project management skills
- Ability to identify a wide range of technical issues and leverage a network of resources to resolve those issue in a timely and effective manner
- Strong analytical and troubleshooting skills
- Proficient with both Windows and Unix scripting
- Experience with tool integration methodologies
- Strong written and verbal communications skills
- Proficiency with MS Office applications including Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Visio
- Ability to build and maintain strong team relationships with remote partners and customers
- Possess the necessary communication skills to work effectively with all levels of management, peers and subordinates
- Ability to develop and manage to product evaluation, testing and release schedules
- Windows and Unix network and system administration experience

**Desired Knowledge, Skills and Experiences:**
- Experience with embedded software development tools (Wind River, Green Hills, Freescale, etc.) and Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) development
- Experience with workflow automation
- Familiar with VMWare virtualization solutions
- Working knowledge of the SEI Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and SEI Capability Maturity Integration (CMMI) and experience with Software Configuration Management process definition and implementation

**Security Clearance:** Ability to get a Secret level security clearance

**Required Education:**
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Applied Networking and Systems Administration, Engineering or Management Information Systems.

**Salary Grade:** E01, E02 (Range Requisition)

**Title:** Information Systems Technologist I, Information Systems Technologist II

**Code:** BE21, BD93

**Location:** Tucson, AZ

**Recruiter:** TBD